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1. The Historical Significance of Chinese Industrialization against Globalization of 
Capitalism 

 

Capitalist market economy has intensified global activity of multinational enterprises 
upon the ground of micro-electronic information technologies in the process of prolonged 
downswing and restructuring since 1973. In accord with this trend, neo-liberalism has 
become dominant since the 1980s, and emphasized rational efficiency of competitive market 
economy, by reducing the economic roles of the states, privatizing public enterprises, and 
weakening the trade unions. The systemic changes after the East European Revolutions in 
1989 and the dissolution of the USSR in 1991 proceeded under a strong influence of such 
neo-liberalism, and took the American model of capitalist market economy for the de fact 
global standard. The neo-classical mainstream economics has served as an ideological basis 
for such a trend in the world. 

Globalization of capitalist market economy, however, has not realized the economic 
efficiency and the harmonious distribution against expectation of neo-liberalism and 
neo-classicism. For instance, Japan, one of major capitalist economies, is suffering from a 
severe depression following the burst of speculative bubble economy at the end of 1980s, 
with growing unemployment continuously through and after the lost decade in the 1990s. Not 
a few of surrounding Asian countries also experienced a heavy blow of the collapse of bubble 
resulting in the monetary and financial crises in 1997-78. The ‘new economy’ boom in the 
USA had to end with the downfall of bubbly stock market and came into a phase of 
depression after autumn of 2000, which was further accentuated by the break down of World 
Trade Center on September 11, 2001. The economic recovery during 2002 and 06 in the USA 
depended heavily on the housing boom promoted by financialization of labour-power, and 
eventually resulted in the sub-prime world economic crisis (as I analyzed in Itoh 2010), 
which was transformed further into the sovereign crisis of the major advanced economies. It 
is evident that the deregulated free capitalist market economy under neo-liberalism has 
intensified financial instability with disastrous effects on the economic life of working people. 
Neo-liberal globalization of capitalist market economy thus cannot be judged successful in 
achieving stable, efficient and prescribed harmony in the advanced economies.  Actually 
increasing inequality of income and wealth both domestically and globally, as well as poverty 
and starvation in not a few peripheral developing countries, is so difficult to find a hopeful 
way out in the current world economy.  

In contrast, the Chinese economy has managed to achieve stably high real economic 
growth of around 10% in annual average through the period of economic reforms since 1978, 
by gradually introducing market economy under the policy to maintain a Chinese road for 
socialism. Even the sub-prime global crisis reduced Chinese annual growth rate just to 9.1% 
in 2009, as the domestic demand was stimulated by the government so as to mitigate the 
damage of the fall in export demand. Although there are some serious problems to be solved 
in China as we shall discuss, its sustained success in economic growth by officially keeping a 
socialist road is really noteworthy in comparison both with the tragic confusion and collapse 
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of economic life in Russia and several East European former socialist countries in the process 
of neo-liberal systemic change for a rapid and comprehensive transformation into capitalism, 
which was recommended as ‘shock therapy’, and with the unstable repetitive crises and 
depressions in advanced capitalist economies.  

How to characterize then the social order of so steadily and rapidly industrializing 
Chinese economy? Three different types of view now rival on this issue.  

The first type asserts that China is in fact already a capitalist market economy, against 
her official constitutional law of 1993 to maintain and construct a socialist market economy. 
In this view, Chinese successful industrialization shows a victory of neo-classical economics 
to believe in the effectiveness and rationality of capitalist free market economy, which has 
been introduced into China through economic reforms since 1978.  China will further reduce 
and eventually dissolve the strong political intervention under the Communist Party into the 
economy consistently so as to reform the whole politico-economic system as an ordinary free 
and democratic society by following other advanced economies1. Such an argument usually 
assumes that indigenous growth of market economy must form a most natural economic 
order best to suit human activities, and that a market economy cannot systematically work 
without private ownership of means of production, forming a capitalist market economy. This 
type of view is within a narrow ideological framework to see a capitalist market economy as 
an ultimate natural economic order of liberty.  

The second type argues also that China is already on the path of a capitalist economy, 
away from the socialist road. The new elites in the Communist Party became capitalist 
roaders utilizing the state power. The great majority of Chinese working people are more and 
more exploited and oppressed under the increasing unevenness of distribution of income and 
wealth in the society. They begin to fight back, as shown in a wave of strikes such as in the 
summer of 2010.  Unlike the first, this second type of view underlines contradictions within 
the Chinese capitalist economic growth, and expects them to induce a socialist revolution in 
accord with the historical tradition of Marxism and Maoism in China (e.g. Li, 2011). This 
type of view seems to be shared among many of Anglo-American Marxian political 
economists. A variant of this stresses the effectiveness of State intervention including 
Keynesian policies for achieving stable strong economic growth in Chinese model of 
capitalism as a lesson contrasted to failures in the neo-liberal Western capitalist economies2. 

The third type of view attempts to show that there are theoretical possibilities for 
constructing a socialist market economy, and argues that China can still maintain such 
possibilities despite of contradictory socio-economic problems from the standpoint of 
majority of working people. As far as I know, the great majority of political economists 
within China, as well as certain number of Japanese Marxian economists, including Uno 
theorists, basically support this type of view3.   

It is not seldom that the same historical facts and data on the Chinese industrialization 
are differently interpreted among these types of view. This paper stands for the third type, 
mostly critical about the first type of view. Although its author is more sympathetic with the 
second type in a spirit hoping a more egalitarian and sounder socialist economic order for the 
future of China, he cannot be sure what kind of socialist economic system is more desirable 
out of socialist market economy or a kind of market socialism as the Chinese middle-term 
target to be targeted at, after another socialist revolution recommended by the second type of 
view. He is also concerned about the possibility that the second type of view would make a 
substantial ideological barrier for us to cooperate with so many serious Marxian political 
economists in China. Furthermore, if we can recognize the theoretical possibilities for a 
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socialist market economy in Chinese high economic growth, it must certainly be encouraging 
for working people in both advanced and developing countries to think of wider alternatives 
to the present crisis-ridden globalization of capitalist market economy.  

In order to clarify the historical significance of Chinese industrialization from the third 
type of view, on what theoretical ground can we rely?  

Marx’s Capital (1867, 85, 94) must surely be useful. It clearly showed that the capitalist 
economy is not at all a natural order, but formed as a historically specific social order based 
upon the forms of market economy. By demonstrating the historically specific nature of 
capitalism, it presents us theoretical possibilities for socialism as alternatives which can 
overcome the historical limitations of capitalism for working people.  

For about seven decades after the Russian Revolution many people in the world used to 
identify Marxian socialism with the Soviet model of a comprehensive planned economy upon 
the ground of state ownership of means of production. As a reversed image of the 
comprehensive market economy in a purely capitalist society, which is  analyzed in Marx’s 
Capital, such a model of comprehensive planned economy without market seems easily and 
consistently understandable. However, various models of market socialism were already 
presented through the so-called socialist economic calculation controversy in the period of 
constructing the Soviet economy in the 1920s and 30s. Lange (1936, 37) showed, for 
example, the rational prices of publicly owned means of production can be reached for 
economic calculation through the trial and error approach in market socialism. In the 1980s, 
such models of market socialism were recalled as desirable alternatives to the Soviet type of 
centrally planned statist socialism in the democratization reform movements in the East 
European countries. Though they are not actually realized during and after the systemic 
change of the Soviet type of societies, the theoretical possibilities of market socialism to 
incorporate flexible adjustment functions of market economy into socialist economies with 
public ownership of means of production has gathered broad interest in our age, as reviewed 
in Itoh (1995a) and Roemer(1994).  

The economic reforms in China seem to pursue more practical strategies, in a 
large-scaled social experiment, which is in many aspects more complex and flexible than any 
theoretical models of market socialism. As the reforms in China have not strongly based on 
theoretical foundation, the Chinese official position to maintain a socialist road has globally 
met doubt and criticism in the first and second type of view as we have seen. Thus it is still a 
challenging task for us how to characterize the historical significance as well as the remaining 
problems in Chinese industrialization from the view of theoretical possibilities of socialist 
market economy4.  

 

2. Theoretical Possibilitiesy of Socialist Market Economy in China 
 

(1) A Broad Historical Nature of Market Economy  
According to A. Smith (1776, Book Ⅰ, chapter 2), the market economy to promote 

division of labour through exchange of commodities is a natural consequence of a propensity 
in human nature; i.e. ‘the propensity to truck, barter, and exchange one thing for another’. 
Commodity exchange in a market economy is thus regarded as an inevitable result of a 
natural human propensity to exchange, which is intrinsic to human nature just as (or 
derivative from) the faculties of reason and speech. Therefore, transactions in a market 
economy are conceived as natural actions for human beings in general. This is a foundation 
for a naturalist view of market economy, which is common to the classical and the 
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neo-classical school in economics to see a natural order of liberty in a thorough market 
economy to form capitalism. 

However, the exchange of commodities as the basic form of market economy was not 
actually universal to daily economic life within various communal human societies. Although 
commodity exchange has a long history from very ancient age, it did not spring from human 
relations within societies, but began ‘where communities have their boundaries, at their 
points of contact with other communities, or with members of the latter’, as Marx(1867, 
chapter 2) pointed out. Indeed, just like along Silk Road in pre-modern ages, transactions of 
commodities formed an inter-social economic order, which externally linked different 
societies with various communal orders. When some products became commodities in such 
inter-social transactions, a reaction to treat more and more goods as commodity tended to 
penetrate into societies, and occasionally it worked destructively against various traditionally 
communal economic orders within societies. Anyway, the central intra-social economic 
orders in the pre-capitalist ages were continuously maintained or reconstructed as non-market 
communal system even when their social forms or relation of production were altered. 
Human faculties of reason and speech must have existed always and everywhere in such 
pre-modern societies, but commodity exchange did not. The naturalist view to conceive 
propensity to exchange as an intrinsic human tendency must be a reversed 
over-generalization of the individualistic and market-oriented mentality in the way of living 
in modern capitalist societies. 

Indeed, for the first time in human history, capitalist societies turned the market 
economy into a basic intra-social economic order upon the ground of commodification of 
labour-power. This specific historical nature of capitalist market economy should not be 
identified with a much broader and older historical nature of market economy. In view of 
such a broader historical nature, the birth and growth of forms of market economy did not 
necessarily be premised on private ownership of means of production, or further on a 
capitalist social order. Marx (1867, Part 1 and 2) presents analysis of the forms of market 
economy, which are composed of commodity, money and capital, prior to analysis of 
capitalist process of production. Uno (1950,1964) highly estimated Marx’s such treatment, 
and purified these parts in Capital as a genuine theory of circulation without directly referring 
to social relations of labour as the substance of value. Such theoretical re-composition implies 
an important theoretical recognition that the forms of market economy have a historical 
nature much broader and older than the capitalist relations of production. At the same time, 
they must offer an important theoretical ground for a possibility to incorporate and utilize the 
forms, adjustment functions, and stimulus of market economy in a socialist economy, which 
is based mainly upon public ownership of means of production being utilized by various 
forms of  enterprise. 

Contrastingly, in non-historical and naturalist theories of classical and neo-classical 
economics, capitalist market economy is always identified with a market economy in general, 
as Takumi(2001) correctly pointed out. From such narrow neo-classicist understanding of 
market economy, the historical significance and possibility of experiment for socialist market 
economy in China tends to be negated in an inelastic way, and the growth of market economy 
in China is simply declared to be inconsistent with socialist public ownership of means of 
production, and therefore Chinese road for socialism is also judged simply as self-destructive.  
 
(2) Various Types of Ownership of Enterprises in the Road for Socialism 

Marx attempted to show a scientific foundation for socialism by clarifying the 
mechanism of development of capitalist market economy and its internal contradictions 
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together with their historical characters. We should follow his method and examine the basic 
problems and possibilities for Chinese socialism in the light of critical studies of principles, 
history and current situations of capitalist market economy. 

Capitalism, at the dawn of its history, dissolved the multi-layered complicated feudal 
rights concerning domination over, possession and utilization of land, and established modern 
private ownership of land through the historical social change which Marx (1867) called 'the 
process of primitive accumulation of capital'. The typical process of primitive accumulation 
of capital occurred in UK, and it essentially meant 'the expropriation of the agricultural 
producer, the peasant, from the soil'5, so as to create a social mass of 'free' wage workers in 
dual sense. Although mass of workers were liberated from the feudal bondage, they were also 
deprived of traditional access to farmland as major means of production, and had to work as 
wage earners being employed by capitalists owing means of production. Thus, private 
ownership of land and other major means of production is a fundamental precondition for the 
capitalist relations of production, which enables valorization of capital by means of 
purchasing and using labour-power as a commodity. Therefore, the very foundation of 
socialist economy to transcend capitalism must be in public ownership of land and other 
major means of production. It was further apt to be believed, especially in the Soviet type of 
'orthodox Marxism', that the State-ownership of means of production in combination with the 
centrally planned economy is an exclusively scientific road for socialism as a symmetrical 
negation of anarchical private ownership of means of production under capitalism. 

In retrospect, however, the ways for overcoming the capitalist private ownership of land 
and other major means of production and for putting them into socialist public ownership 
need not be limited just to the State-ownership and its statist control. Marx pointed to the 
joint-stock corporation system and the cooperative enterprises, which ‘should be viewed as 
transition forms from the capitalist mode of production to the associated one’, either 
negatively or positively6. Even in the Soviet economy, kolkhozes remained in agriculture as 
social collective firms or cooperative enterprises outside of national firms, not to mention 
more various types of firms in the NEP period (from 1921 until 1925). 

 In actual capitalist economies, moreover, there remains a wide range of different types 
of ownership of means of production beside private one. For example, there are land and 
means of work owned by the State, local government, cooperatives, national trust 
independent from a government, nonprofit corporations, religious organizations, political 
parties, and non-government organizations. Interestingly, these forms of non-private owners 
of land and other means of work have persistently sustained themselves, and even multiplied 
under certain circumstances through the expansive capitalist development. From such  
observation, the types of socialist public ownership of land and other major means of 
production and its management need not narrowly limited to the State-ownership and its 
national bureaucratic administration. 

 Actually in Chinese road for socialist market economy, diverting from the model of 
centrally planned economy with comprehensive State-ownership of means of production, 
practically a variety of possibilities are emerging for public ownership of means of 
production and their more decentralized management. Just as we cannot deny the pivotal and 
basic role of capitalist private ownership of means of production among many different types 
of non-private ownership in an actual capitalist society, the basic pivotal nature of socialist 
public ownership of means of production can theoretically be maintained and conceived 
amidst the variegated types of ownership and management of means of production in China.  
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We see possibilities for various types of socialist public ownership of means of 
production in China more concretely in the Contract Responsibility System entrusting a 
portion of farmland to a family upon the basis of whole people's ownership of land, as well as 
in the Contract Responsibility System entrusting to certain persons management of 
state-owned enterprises by contract. Collectively-owned gregarious township and village 
enterprises, which are often initiated and promoted by local governments or Party bureaucrats, 
are another example of public ownership. Further in the 1990s, while many of state-owned 
enterprises were reformed into joint-stock companies, the dominant proportion of shares of 
those companies were still retained by the government, local governments or partly by 
workers in those companies, so as to keep the nature of public ownership. A new form of 
joint-stock cooperative firms were created especially among many township and village 
enterprises (TVEs), which give a vote equally to each member of firms without regard to the 
unequal number of shares being held among the member workers, even though this form not 
seldom has tended to grow  later into ordinary joint-stock system (Ryu, 1998).  

The share of State-owned enterprises in Chinese industrial output declined widely from 
77.6% in 1978, to 54.6% in 1990, and further to 26.5% in 1997 through the reform process of 
enterprises since 1993. In the same intervals, the share of collectively owned enterprises, 
including township and village enterprises, increased from 22.4%, to 35.6%, and then to 
40.5%. As a result, the total share of both types of enterprises maintained still 67% in 1997. 
Although we should note also that the share of individually owned enterprises increased from 
5.4% in 1990 to 15.9% in 1997, this proportion was still not high enough to show domination 
of private enterprise system in Chinese economy7. Since the coverage of industrial output 
statistics had changed since 1998, the share of state-owned enterprises in industrial output 
jumped up to 49.6% in 1998. But it continuously declined since then, down to 26.6% in 2010. 
The share of collectively-owned enterprises declined sharply from 19.5% in 1998 to 1.5% in 
2010, mainly due to the massive privatization of collectively-owned township and village 
enterprises.  The share of indigenous private enterprises is not easily available, but there are 
reasons to believe that most of the 46% output share held by non-state, non-foreign 
enterprises in 2010 are contributed by indigenous private enterprises8. 

Thus, after years of massive privatization, the state sector share in Chinese industrial 
output value has reduced to less than 30% as Li (2011) reports. However, it is still 
comparatively high. Furthermore, in key industrial sectors forming the commanding height, 
the share of state sector in output value maintains dominant proportions; e.g. 59% in coal 
mining and washing, 96% in extraction of petroleum and natural gas, 42% in smelting and 
pressing of ferrous metals, 45% in manufacturing of transport equipment, and 92% in 
production and supply of electric power and heat9. In addition, the influential proportion of 
state capital continues to remain in many important joint-stock companies including 
joint-enterprises with foreign capitals.  

The share of state sectors in total wage payment to unit workers still occupies 53% in 
2010. Therefore, the state sectors maintain a leading role also in determination of the general 
levels of wages10. 

Through years of reforms, Chinese big corporations either owned by the state or 
dominated by state capital have recently improved competitiveness with advanced 
technologies. They have become more and more esteemed in the globalized stock market, 
and have increased attraction for Chinese university graduates as desirable employers. In the 
world ranks of each total stock price of mega-banks, the positions of Chinese banks owned by 
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the state have risen especially in the process of sub-prime financial crisis, and become top 
three and number ten among top ten. 

From the standpoint of proceeding on the road of socialist market economy, by keeping 
the dominant position of public ownership of enterprises, it must be both important and 
desirable for public or state enterprises quantitatively and qualitatively to maintain such a 
leading roles. Even under the Contract Responsibility System, the socialist character of state 
enterprises used to be shown in the general rule typically in the 1980s to divide their profit as 
follows; 55% was delivered to the state, and of the remaining 45% retained in the 
corporations, 40% was devoted to expansion of production or business, 20% was to welfare 
services for workers, another 20% to bounty added to wages, and 20% was to research and 
development.    

A large number of township and village enterprises (TVEs) showed another form of 
locally public, cooperative and collective ownership of means of production outside of the 
state sector. Total number of them grew from 1.52 million with 28 million workers in 1978 to 
18.9 million, having 95.5 million workers by 1988, and further to 20.04 million with 125 
million workers in 1998. Although total employment by TVEs reached 159 million in 2010, a 
large proportion of  TVEs has been privatized since the late 1990s. 

It is clear that encouragement of central and local governments to promote creation and 
growth of such medium and small sized township and village enterprises upon the ground of 
public ownership of means of production including land was definitely an important 
background for such continuous development of those enterprises. Together with the state 
owned big enterprises in key industries, the growth of large number of collectively owned 
township and village enterprises showed among others complex variety of public or 
semi-public ownership of means of production characteristic to the Chinese road to socialist 
market economy.  

This historical experience offers a powerful counter-evidence against a view that 
socialist public ownership of means of production must inevitably cause economic stagnation 
being unable to incorporate innovative changes, in contrast with capitalist economy based 
upon private ownership of means of production. Theoretically, there can be at least two kinds 
of innovation to improve economic efficiency and productivity. One of them is organizational 
innovation in the forms of enterprises or management at workplaces to increase motivation 
among workers to keep diligent and to be cooperative for technological changes. The other is 
technological innovation to improve efficiency and productivity of labour. In Chinese 
economic reforms, the organizational innovation has been clearly facilitated by public 
ownership of major means of production in enabling to bear and grow so various forms of 
enterprises competitively modernizing the whole economy at various fields of activity. No 
doubt, new technologies have mostly been transplanted or imported from the advanced 
economies, not innovatively born domestically in Chinese high economic growth in more 
than three decades. The process, however, has been strongly guided and supported in many 
ways by the industrial policy of the state. It is normal in the industrial catching up process as 
we experienced in Japanese high economic growth until the 1970s.  The comparatively 
powerful industrial policies, which have been effectively performed upon the public 
ownership of land and other major means of production, may also potentially be utilized for 
creation of new paths of such as more eco-conscious technological development including 
soft-energy paths for the future, hopefully diverting from the US unhappy experience where 
the large scaled military spending has been a powerful source of industrial innovations. 
Anyway, the source and promoter of technological innovation is theoretically and practically 
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not narrowly limited to capitalist enterprises based upon private ownership of means of 
production.  

At the same time, it is also noteworthy that the Chinese high economic growth showed 
much more stability even in the years of subprime world crisis largely due to the stable 
strength of those publicly or collectively owned enterprises, as well as the capacity of the 
state in controlling the macro-economic activity through those enterprises besides usual 
Keynesian fiscal and monetary policies.       
 

(3) A Possibility of Socialist Labour Market 
Capitalist economies have grown upon a characteristic social ground to commodify 

labour-power of mass of workers, who are generally excluded from private ownership of 
means of production. So far as labour-power is available as a commodity, capital can obtain 
not just necessary labour-time to reproduce the necessary means of consumption for workers, 
but also surplus labour-time by utilizing use-value of commodity labour-power, after paying 
its value in the form of wages to enable workers to obtain necessary labour-time as the 
substance of value of the commodity.  The whole products produced by using the 
commodity labour-power are necessarily owned by capitals, and have to be sold as 
commodities, so as to recover the invested values of means of production together with the 
value of labour-power, and to realize surplus-value. Correspondingly, workers have to 
purchase the whole of necessary means of consumption and services in a market by wages 
being paid them in exchange for their labour-power. Thus a capitalist economy forms a 
thorough market economy to treat the whole of means of production and means of 
consumption in a market upon the ground of commodification of labour-power. 

At the same time, capital renders mass of workers deskilled and homogenous easily to 
be replaced by each other or shifted from a job to another through development of machinery 
and automation systems. Usually capital leaves a certain portion of workers unemployed or in 
various forms of industrial reserve army flexibly to be mobilized in the process of capital 
accumulation. These conditions are indispensable for capitals to adjust supply to demand in 
an anarchical market and further easily to control workers in work places. Conversely, when 
a capitalist economy approaches really full employment through over-accumulation of capital 
against labouring population, wages would inevitably rise and squeeze down the profit rate. 
At the same time, the tightened labour market with a rise in wages would cause difficulty to 
adjust disequlibrium among industries, induce slackening in labour disciplines at work places, 
and thus result in an economic crisis, as we have seen at the beginning of 1970s in advanced 
capitalist countries11. 

As the commodity form of labour-power is thus an essential precondition for capitalism 
and simultaneously a crucial source of contradiction of capitalist economy, one of basic aims 
of socialism must be abandonment of the commodity labour-power so as to make workers the 
master of their society, on the basis of public ownership of means of production. The Soviet 
type of centrally planned economies, though they deprived people of the freedom to choose 
jobs, solved the threat of unemployment and guaranteed all the workers jobs through planned 
allocation of workers to necessary firms and places. At the same time, the functions of wages 
were reduced by increasing socially common consumption, or supplying more and more of 
free or very cheap child-care, education, medical care, houses, public transportation, and 
houses. 

Chinese socialism before the economic reforms, also allocated workers to people's 
communes and State-owned enterprises without causing unemployment. Child-care, 
education, medical care, and houses were socially supplied within people's communes and 
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State-owned enterprises. In such a system, however, workers were not allowed for free choice 
of occupations, or to move for better jobs. State-owned enterprises and people's communes 
tend to be inefficient by keeping excessive workers. Therefore, in the process of economic 
reforms for socialist market economy, specific forms of labour market began to reappear 
mainly in three aspects in the Chinese economy. 

Firstly, in agricultural villages, excessive labouring population have tended to be pushed 
out from agricultural family farms as labour productivity rises in limited areas for farming 
under the Contract Responsibility System.  Growth of township and village enterprises 
(TVEs) of medium and small sizes served much to absorb a large part of such excessive 
labour-power.  Their share in rural industrial employment increased from 9.2% in 1978 to 
28.6% in 199512. The proportion of their workers in the total workers in the secondary and 
tertiary industries reached 42% by 1993, almost near to the proportion of workers in urban 
public sector, which was 49% (Marukawa, 2012, chap.3). The number of their workers has 
continuously increased to 159 million by 2010, occupying 38.4% of the total working 
population in rural area13. Strictly speaking, all of such flow of labour-power from 
agricultural farms to TVEs did not immediately form a market of the commodity 
labour-power, so long as many of TVEs were initially cooperative firms and not capitalist. As 
a large portion of TVEs have been privatized and turned into owner-manager type private 
firms since the latter half of the 1990s, workers being employed by these firms become 
actually wage labourers. Anyway, it is remarkable to see formation of such large flow of 
labour-power being absorbed in rural areas outside of agricultural production. 

The powerful growth of TVEs has been promoted by central and local government 
policies and can be a suggestive experiment to the long-standing socialist problem how to 
reunify agriculture and other industrial activities, beyond the historical tendency under 
capitalism geographically to separate them between remote rural villages and industrial 
towns.   

Secondly within city areas, various non-State-owned enterprises grew and absorbed a 
large number of workers through a labour-market independent of the allocation of workers by 
the State. Resultantly, the share of State-owned enterprises in working people in city areas 
declined from 78.3 % in 1978 to 40.8% in 1999, and further to 18.8% in 201014. Especially 
through the process of modernization, State-owned enterprises have attempted to restructure 
and reduce the excessive workers since 1993. They became allowed to determine wages by 
themselves, and have largely changed jobs of workers from a life-long tenured position to 
jobs by a contract with limited period. The number of workers under such a contract system 
has increased from 2 million in 1984 to 100.9 million in 1999.  Marukawa(2012, chap.3) 
estimates that 44.4 million workers had to leave their former jobs in the state enterprises 
during 1993 and 2000 in a form of layoff. 

These workers put in layoff cannot go back to the previous jobs in the state enterprises, 
though they maintain the status as workers of the state enterprises, receive alimony for three 
years and other fringe benefit including a right continuously to live in company houses. They 
have to go to and join in the labour-market to seek new jobs to work.   

Thirdly between rural villages and urban towns, a large number of workers with 
agricultural family registration have continuously moved into towns from villages. The 
number of them increased from 78.5 million in 2000 to 137 million in 2007. Their proportion 
in the urban employment grew from 36.9% to 46.7%.15   They are still under various 
discriminatory restrictions compared to workers with urban family registration in 
socio-economic life such as access to education for children, and other public services, and 
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tend to be disadvantageous in working conditions and wage rates (Sugawara ed. 2011, 
chap.12.)  It is clear that abundant availability of inflow of such relatively cheap 
labour-power to urban towns through the labour market has been an essential factor for 
Chinese rapid industrialization.  

As a result of emerging labour-market, along with the reformation of State-owned 
enterprises and the increasing migrant workers from rural villages, the social problem of 
unemployment becomes serious in urban areas (Marukawa, 2000). In 1997, the number of 
registered unemployed workers in urban areas reached 5.76 million (3.1%). There are also 
workers out of jobs in the form of layoff from State-owned enterprises and collectively 
owned enterprises, amounting to 9.37 million in 1999. Thus in total, the number of practical 
unemployment in the urban areas is estimated to reach at least 15 million (8.1%). The 
practical rate of unemployment including the workers in layoff continues to be at a high level 
around 8% in the years from 1997 to 2000. (Marukawa, 2012, chap.3.) This figure is really 
paradoxical against the successful high economic growth of Chinese socialist market 
economy.  

It is thus generally argued that an extensive labour-market is actually emerging in China 
inevitably with a certain size of unemployment, and that a more fluid labour-market with 
more efficient information and communication is desirable and necessary for more efficient 
market economy (eg. Meng, 2000).  In such an argument, theoretical possibility of 
difference between the capitalist labour-market and the labour-market in a socialist market 
economy tends to be neglected.  

We have to admit that a socialist labour-market with some industrial reserve army must 
be necessary to secure flexible adjustment of employment across various industries and firms 
in a socialist market economy16. However, unemployment in a socialist economy should 
theoretically be distinguished from that in a capitalist economy. In a capitalist economy, 
instability and difficulty in personal life in a labour-market including unemployment are 
basically regarded as an economic problem of individual responsibility. Social welfare 
policies by the State may intervene in and mitigate the hardship of unemployment, but they 
remain supplementary and not fully guaranteed. In contrast, in a socialist economy with 
public ownership of means of production, instability and difficulty in personal life in relation 
to a function of labour-market should not be attributed to individual worker's risk and 
responsibility. Workers in a socialist economy are fundamentally masters of the society who 
collectively own major means of production. They are theoretically different from proletariat 
workers who must survive individually, basically by selling labour-power as a commodity. In 
a socialist market economy, a socialist form of labour-market must be formed together with a 
socialist form of industrial reserve army, and must intermediate flow of workers according to 
their choice of work places as well as changes in social demand. It must essentially a social 
intermediary mechanism for movement and migration across various industries and areas for 
workers as masters of society. The personal life in a form of industrial reserve army should 
not be disastrously threatening unlike the case of unemployment in a capitalist economy. 

We had better understand in this context the social meaning of the fact that the guarantee 
of basic alimony for three years long with vocational retraining opportunities, and housing 
facilities for the workers put in layoff from the Chinese State-owned enterprises. The socialist 
market economy should certainly aim at the social security system for workers superior than 
the system in a capitalist economy with social democratic policies. In Chinese socialist 
economy, the social guarantee or security for workers used to be generally supplied by the 
State-owned enterprises in urban areas and by people's communes in rural areas. As people's 
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communes was dissolved, and as the State-owned enterprises are being modernized so as to 
be competitive with capitalist enterprises abroad, it has become a serious social problem how 
to secure the economic life of unemployed workers, or medical care for general people in 
China. The theory and practice of social security system in China are far from what they 
should be in a socialist market economy. As a result, unemployment and disease can 
generally be too disastrous for individual workers. The guarantee of alimony for three years 
with company housing facilities for workers put in layoff from the state enterprises is not just 
a conventional compromise for ending the life-long employment system, but a partial 
substitute for a more comprehensive social security system to be realized in the Chinese road 
for socialism. 

Lange(1936, 1937), in his classic model of market socialism, presented an idea to 
compose the income of working people with free choice of occupation in a market from two 
different components; one of them is remuneration for their labour, and the other is derived 
from collectively owned capital and natural resources. In Lange's model, the latter component 
should not affect to choice of occupation or to social allocation of labour, and therefore can 
be distributed either equally to each of people or according to the family structure and ages of 
family members. This model in fact shows that the partial Basic Income system (publicly to 
distribute a certain level of income unconditionally and equally to all members of a society), 
as being argued by Van Parijs (1995) and others in BIEN (Basic Income Earth Network), is 
due to be realized in a socialist market economy in the spirit that workers are the real masters 
of a society with public ownership of means of production. Chinese model of socialist market 
economy is still inclined to interpret the social meaning of public ownership of means of 
production in terms of public controllability of them, and not yet fully makes use of it as a 
basis for social security of workers' income and economic life. 

Thus, the labour-market in a socialist market economy must be necessary, but it should 
theoretically be differentiated from complete commodification of labour-power in a capitalist 
economy. It should form social functions to enable flexible and efficient movement of 
workers across workplaces, but should definitely be combined with a solid social security and 
stability of economic life of workers as masters of a society.  In so far as the Chinese road 
for socialism is important also concerning the emerging labour-market, we should thus be 
critical against the neo-liberal assertion on the basis of mainstream neo-classical economics 
just one-sidedly to emphasize the efficiency of individualistic, competitive free market 
including labour allocation, and the necessity to reduce down the public roles of 
administration and social care for working people.  

 
3. A Chinese Task in the 21st Century toward a more Egalitarian Society 

 
Socialism was generally grounded upon an idea to overcome instability, inequality and 

poverty of economic life among people as well as ecological destruction under capitalism, 
and socially to achieve substantial equality in an association of free individuals. ‘Collectively 
becoming wealthier’ has been a Chinese expression of such a socialist idea.  

In the process of growing market economy, however, unequally richer persons have 
grown among managers of various types of business enterprises in coastal cities, or farmers 
in suburbs near cities. Although rural farmers’ income was improved at the initial phase of 
Chinese economic reform until the middle of 1980s by introduction of the Contract 
Responsibility System combined with political support for prices of agricultural products, it 
thereafter became faltering and left much behind the economic growth in urban areas. This 
worked as an important background continuously to maintain wages low and difficult to 
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improve for a large number of migrant workers from rural villages with agricultural family 
registration. Wage incomes became differentiated as wages of regular workers with urban 
family registration became easier to rise. Although wages of migrant workers from rural area 
also began to rise at an annual rate of 20% recently after 2004 (Marukawa,2012, chap.3), 
unevenness of income and wealth distribution has become conspicuously widened in China.  

Li (2011) cites reports of World Bank etc. to state that in 2005 the wealthiest 10% of 
households held 31% of Chinese income, while the poorest 10% held only 2%.  The ratio of 
average disposable income per person for urban inhabitants against that of rural village 
inhabitants has continuously risen from 2.2 in 1900 to 2.8 in 2000, and further to 3.3 in 2007 
in China17. 

These historical facts and trends are utterly opposite to the socialist egalitarian idea to 
achieve. They are an actual important source of dissatisfaction among mass of farmers and 
wage workers to cause rebellions and strikes more and more, and are seen as a powerful 
evidence to show a non-socialist or capitalist economic order in China even from a Marxian 
standpoint (e.g. Li, 2011).  An increasing tendency of economic crimes in China such as 
corruptions (among bureaucrats and managers of enterprises), smuggling and stowaways 
must have been induced in one way or another by widening unevenness in distribution of 
income and wealth, and therefore not easy to reduce just by emphasizing a need to reestablish 
a socialist moral.  

Thus Chinese government has a task to revise the increased economic unevenness and 
attempt to form a much more egalitarian society for the 21st century, if it continues to pursue 
a socialist road for and by the working people. There are signs for political endeavors toward 
such a direction already in four aspects.  

Firstly, the share of government budget expenditure against Chinese GDP strongly 
recovered from about 10% in 1995 to 20% in 2008, as a result of fiscal and monetary reforms 
since 1994. From a socialist standpoint, it was an anomalous fact that the Chinese 
government has continuously made a wide deficit of tax revenue since the latter half of 1980s, 
despite of the successively high economic growth, so that the share of the government budget 
revenue in Chinese GDP declined greatly from 31.2% in 1978 to 11.6% in 199718. Although 
it partly reflected a result of strategic decentralization to shift various public functions to local 
governments, but also seemed to follow a neo-liberal trend among the capitalist advanced 
countries in reducing the economic roles of the state and taxes for corporations and wealthier 
persons so as to induce investment from abroad.  

Secondly, upon the ground of re-strengthened government revenue, implementation of a 
policy intentionally to develop the western inland areas has been promoted since the latter 
half of the 1990s by constructing new industrial cities or reconstructing old cities in those 
areas, and also by building networks of railway and highway, so as to shift weight of 
economic growth from the coastal urban areas to inland.  

Thirdly, Chinese government has increased the ratio of expenditure for education and 
social welfare to 27% by 2007 from 13% in 1978 or 24% in 1990. The ratio of expenditure 
for the social security in the government budget grew up to 11% in 2006 from just 2% both in 
1978 and in 1990 (Marukawa, 2012, chap.4).  Furthermore, the Chinese government has set 
up a new slogan to construct a harmonious society since 2007, and endeavours to extend a 
series of social security systems including public medical security system covering rural areas 
if not yet sufficient. 
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 Fourthly, facing the difficulty to increase export especially during and after the 
subprime world economic crisis, fiscal policies to encourage more of domestic demand has 
been promoted such as supporting purchase of electric appliances for rural village families. 

In order to supplement and strengthen such policies toward a more egalitarian society, it 
would be desirable to reconsider following three theoretical and practical problems. 

First, Chinese tax system needs much more modernized and strengthened. It 
traditionally contains a room for bureaucratic crony operations, and is often not yet  fair 
enough. Probably more powerful legal regulations for progressive income tax, succession tax, 
and corporation tax are both desirable and necessary so as to realize a harmonious society in 
China through the socialist market economy with more satisfactory welfare policies and 
agrarian policies on the basis of public ownership of means of production. It must also be 
desirable if general consensus among people is established on the maximum disparity of real 
income after tax, though it can be altered flexibly from time to time. Economic laws, 
jurisdiction, and public servants and their organizations need to be modernized and 
strengthened to collect taxes fairly.  

Social attempt for more egalitarian income distribution is not against economic growth. 
In Japanese experience in the post-World War Ⅱ period of high economic growth until the 
beginning of the 1970s, a trend for equalization of income, including the effects of 
redistribution policies for rural agricultural farmers, served continuously to expansion of  
the domestic demand for increasing supply of consumer durables, and substantially 
contributed to the high economic growth by keeping the export dependency rate (against 
GDP) constantly around 10%. In contrast, Chinese export dependency rate increased from 18% 
in 1990 to 52％ in 200619. It must be desirable for Chinese industrial firms, working people, 
especially in the current process of world economic crisis, as well as for surrounding Asian 
countries, if China can reduce such an excessively high export dependency rate, by forming a 
more egalitarian income distribution so as to expand domestic demand. A rise in exchange 
rate of renminbi would also be desirable for the same effect.    

Second, in order to realize a more egalitarian economic order, it must be worth to 
reconsider how to treat the logic of differential rent in a socialist market economy. Ground 
rent and a land owner class to live on ground rent have traditionally been a target to abolish 
as a parasitic income and social class in the ideas for socialism. Marx (1894, p.799-800) also 
suggested that differential rent can disappear in a socialist association, by assuming that the 
land products are socially be estimated there at the average labour cost, not at the marginal 
cost on the worst grade of necessary land, unlike in the capitalist market economy20.  So 
long as land is basically owned by the whole people, but utilized by individual farms and 
enterprises under the Contract Responsibility System, socialist forms of differential rent 
should explicitly be estimated and paid for the whole society from the extra-profit due to 
better quality or location of land.  

In this regard, the terms of contract to utilize land does matter. Usual terms of period for 
Contract Responsibility System on land in China now seem too long. They used to be about 
15 years for farmland but now are extended to about 30years, and even 50-70 years for urban 
land to lent for business enterprises. Though advantageous extra revenue or profit obtainable 
due to the changed technological and locational circumstances for utilizing certain pieces of 
land may be counted into the new contract with the state after the terms of Contract 
Responsibility System are over, it would accrue to farmers or enterprises who are fortunate 
enough to have rented such pieces of land near or within rapidly growing urban cities during 
the old terms of contract in accord with the initial conditions for expected revenue.  As the 
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Chinese coastal urban cities are so rapidly expanding demand and business opportunities for 
suburban farmers and business enterprises thereabout, such a logic for them to get additional 
extra revenue or profit as a sort of unpaid differential rent during long years of terms of 
contract period must work, as if it were a lucky present from the whole society, and is 
decisively functioning to increase unevenness in income distribution especially between rural 
and urban areas.  Although the farmers’ right to keep the farmland upon the Contract 
Responsibility System is not very strong and often cancelled during the terms of contract by 
administrative and bureaucratic one-sided decision, the point mentioned above should surely 
be taken into consideration also in the tax system reforms.  

Thirdly, form a view to construct a more egalitarian society on the Chinese road for 
socialist market economy including tax reforms and improvement of social welfare policies, 
occasional rebellious social movements and strikes among rural farmers and urban workers, 
demanding  better working conditions or against uneven income distribution, as well as 
against corruptions among administrative bureaucrats and managers in enterprises, should not 
be oppressed, but treated fairly in the socialist spirit to place working people at the position of 
real masters of society. In the same spirit, cooperative farmers unions and trade unions should 
be encouraged to play more active roles to improve working and living conditions for the 
common people in China, as a leading model country for many other industrializing 
countries.   

 
Notes: 
1. *This chapter is an extensively updated version of a paper, which was first read at an 

International Conference on “Socialist Political Economy, Contemporary World 
Capitalism”, at Beijing, 22-24 April 2002. The original paper was translated into 
Germany by Thomas Hock and published as a Supplement der Zeitschrift, Sozialismus, 
7-8 /2003, and translated also into Chinese in Review of Political Economy, no.2, 2003 
(Renmin University Press). Its Japanese version appeared in The Journal of Tokyo Keizai 
University, no.233, 2003. I am grateful for T. Marukawa’s  generous advice and 
assistance in updating this paper. 

2. Nakagane(1999, pp.207-32), for instance, argues that many people in the world interpret 
Den Shao-Pin’s notion ‘socialism of Chinese characteristics’ as ‘capitalism of Chinese 
characteristics’. In his view, public ownership of means of production cannot be 
consistent with a market economy, a market socialist economy cannot function, and 
socialism in China is in the process of self-dissolution. 

3. When Harvey (2011, p.270.) states ‘The world is bifurcated between deficit paranoia in 
North America and Europe and a Keynesian expansionism in east Asia, led by China’, he 
clearly seems to classify China as a central member in a group of capitalist countries in 
east Asia practicing Keynesianism.  

4. For example, Takumi (2001), and most of 13 papers collected in Sugawara ed. (2011) 
stand for this type of view among Japanese Uno school. Yan (2011) shows a similar view 
in Japan, though out of Uno school. 

5. There is a problem whether and how Chinese socialist market economy is to be 
distinguished from the notion of market socialism. So far as the former intends to 
maintain a socialist road upon the basis of public ownership of major means of 
production in combination with functions of market economy, its essential character can 
be well understood as an actual model of the latter. In this regard, this paper treats the 
former is essentially going on to construct a Chinese characteristic market socialism, 
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though it contains much more complex or immature aspects than any theoretical models 
of market socialism.   

6. Marx (1867), p.876. 
7. Marx (1894), pp.570-73. 
8. Ma (2000), p.93. 
9. Marukawa (2012b). 
10. Li (2011), p.44. 
11. Yan (2011), p.74. 
12. See Armstrong, Glyn and Harrison(1991), and Itoh(1990). 
13. Meng (2000), p.37. 
14. Sugawara ed. (2011), p. 289, and Marukawa(2012b). 
15. Minami and Makino, eds.(2001), p.103, and Marukawa(2012a). 
16. Sugawara ed. (2011), p.289. 
17. Reconsidering the historical experience in the Soviet, where the planned economy 

became so inflexible and hard to restructure with exhaustion of rural industrial reserve 
army in the 1970s, a socialist form of industrial reserve army must be necessary to 
maintain flexibility of industrial restructuring and adjustment even in a planned economy 
(cf. Itoh, 1995, chapter 8). 

18. Yan (2011), p.255. 
19. Ma (2000), p.18. 
20. Yan (2011), p.24. 
21. Marx (1894), p.799-800. 
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